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Introduction

Solitary pulmonary nodule (SPN) is a single mass in 
the lung less than or equal to 3 cm in diameter, without 
concomitant pneumonia and atelectasis of involved 
lung segments and lobes (1-3). Diagnoses of benign and 
malignant SPN has been concerned and become a challenge 
for radiological studies (4-7). Some SPNs are indicated 

pathologically in the early stages of lung cancers (8,9). 
Therefore, it is utmost important to utilize preoperative 
radiography in the characterization of SPN (10,11).

Computed tomography (CT) is the preferred radiological 
approach to examine SPNs. CT scans can clearly show the 
size, internal features, edge changes, changes of adjacent 
structures, and enhancement of pulmonary nodules and 
could provide comprehensive radiological evidences for 
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the differential diagnosis between benign and malignant 
diseases (12,13). However, since most radiological signs 
were present in both benign and malignant lesions, it is 
necessary to balance the weight of various radiological 
signs in the identification of pulmonary nodules, in order 
to further understand the role of CT in the diagnosis and 
differential diagnosis of pulmonary nodules.

Known as one of the most common methods for medical 
statistical analysis, logistic regression model could be 
constructed to predict benign and malignant probability 
of pulmonary nodules as well as relevant features based 
on various CT signs. In literature described previously, 
logistic regression model was established to predict the 
CT diagnosis of SPN (14,15). However, no stratification 
in the size of pulmonary nodules was used. In this study, 
the size of pulmonary nodules was stratified to analyze the 
relevant risk factors of malignant pulmonary nodules, in 
order to improve the knowledge of CT signs for malignant 
pulmonary nodules in various sizes.

Patients and methods

General data

Totally 379 cases of SPNs, including 120 benign lesions 
and 259 malignant lesions were collected and confirmed 
by clinical pathology or biopsy. There were 38 cases of 

pulmonary nodules with the size ≤10 mm (20 benign 
lesions and 18 malignant lesions; Figure 1), 178 cases of 
pulmonary nodules with the size of 11-20 mm (51 benign 
lesions and 127 malignant lesions; Figure 2) and 163 cases of 
pulmonary nodules with the size >20 mm (49 benign lesions 
and 114 malignant lesions; Figure 3). There were 211 men 
and 168 women aged 21 to 87 years (median: 53 year).  
CT scanning conditions: helical scan; slice thickness of 
2-5 mm, the interlamination of 2-5 mm, scanning from 
pulmonary apex to the basis.

Radiological examinations

CT images were examined by two radiologists with relevant 
experience for more than five years, and variables examined 
include the size of lesions, edge sharpness, glitches, air 
cavity density (including vacuole sign and inflatable 
bronchioles), calcification, pleural indentation, satellite 
lesions, vascular aggregation and extent of enhancement. 
In case of inconsistent results, the final decision was to be 
made after discussion.

Statistical analysis

SPSS 17.0 software was employed for statistical analysis, and 
comparison of different age groups was conducted by t-test. 

Figure 1 <10 mm lung nodules: (A) right inferior pulmonary nodules of a 57-year-old man, axial CT image showed: smooth nodule edge, 
no lobulation or glitches, local pleural stretch, and adjacent few fiber lesions. The prediction P value was 0.312, and lesion was considered 
to be a benign pulmonary nodule. It was later identified to be a pulmonary tuberculosis mass in the right inferior lung, as demonstrated 
by pathological examinations; (B) left upper lung nodule in a 37-year-old man, axial CT image showed: The nodule was lobular, with air 
cavity density and adjacent vascular aggregation inside it. The prediction P value was 0.647, and lesion was considered to be a malignant 
pulmonary nodule. It was pathologically confirmed to be the organizing pneumonia in the right upper lung. CT, computed tomography.
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Figure 2 11-20 mm lung nodules: (A) right upper pulmonary nodules in a 34-year-old man. Axial CT image showed: the nodule was slightly 
lobular, with glitches at its edge and adjacent pleural stretch. No vascular aggregation was found. The prediction P value was 0.354, and 
lesion was considered to be a benign pulmonary nodule. It was pathologically confirmed to be a pulmonary tuberculosis mass in the right 
upper lung; (B) left inferior nodules in a 53-year-old women. Axial CT image showed: the nodule was slightly lobular, with glitches at its 
edge and adjacent pleural stretch. No vascular aggregation was found. The prediction P value was 0.659, and the lesion was considered to be 
a malignant pulmonary nodule. The lesion was pathologically confirmed to be caused by mycosis and fungal infections at the left lower lung 
pulmonary. CT, computed tomography.

Figure 3 >20 mm lung nodules: (A) right upper pulmonary nodules in a 61-year-old man. Axial CT image showed: the nodule was 
lobular, along with glitches at its edge, pleural indentation, and vascular aggregation. The prediction P value was 0.930, and the lesion was 
considered to be a malignant pulmonary nodule. It was pathologically confirmed to be a poorly-differentiated adenocarcinoma in the right 
upper lung; (B) right middle pulmonary nodules in a 66-year-old man. Axial CT image showed: smooth nodule edge, but without lobulation, 
glitches, vascular aggregation, or pleural indentation. The prediction P value was 0.297, and lesion was considered to be a benign pulmonary 
nodule. The lesion was pathologically confirmed to be a spindle cells carcinoid in the right middle lung. CT, computed tomography.

Comparisons of gender, size and enumeration data were 
performed by chi-square test. For variables with statistical 
significance, logistic regression method was employed to 
make a differential diagnosis between benign and malignant 
pulmonary nodules. Forward stepwise regression analysis 
was used based on the maximum likelihood estimate for 
Logistic regression method, and a P≤0.05 was considered 

as the criteria for variable inclusion. Dependent variables 
include benign and malignant pulmonary nodules (number 
of malignant nodules, 1; number of benign nodules, 0), 
with gender (male, 1; female, 0), age (based on actual age), 
size (≤10 mm, 0; 11-20 mm, 1; >20 mm, 2), lobulation sign 
(presence, 1; absence, 0), edge profile (clear, 1; ambiguous, 0),  
pleural indentation (presence, 1; absence, 0), satellite lesions 
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(presence, 1; absence, 0) and vascular aggregation (presence, 1;  
absence, 0).

Results

Analysis of relevant risk factors

There were 379 cases of plain scans, with the age of 
59.77±11.09 years for the group of malignant lesion and 
51.17±13.79 years for the group of benign lesion. According 
to the results of t-test, there was statistically significant 
difference in the age between the two groups (Table 1).

Pulmonary nodules with various sizes

The size of nodules had a significant effect on diagnosis. 
Changes of risk factors could be monitored during the 
course of size changes from small to large lesions, in order 
to better understand the significance of various signs for the 
diagnosis and differential diagnosis of pulmonary nodules.

The group of ≤10 mm pulmonary nodules
There were 38 cases in the group of ≤10 mm pulmonary 
nodules. According to chi-square test,  there were 
statistically significant difference in air cavity density and 
satellite lesions between benign and malignant pulmonary 
nodules, but no statistically significant differences were 
observed for the gender, size of nodules, lobulation, 
glitches, edge, calcification, pleural indentation and vascular 
aggregation (Table 2).

The variables with statistical significance in Tables 
including air cavity density, satellite lesions, and age were 
input into the regression model, yielding the results of 
regression analysis (Table 3).

The regression equation was defined as logit P=–0.875+ 
2.342× (air cavity density)–21.699× satellite lesions. Hosmer-
Lemeshow fitted index test showed χ2 <0.001, ν =1, P=1.000, 
suggesting the statistical significance of model fitting. As 
demonstrated by the results, the hazard of malignant lesion is 
as higher as 10.4-fold for the presence of air cavity density in 
comparison to its absence. According to the prediction results 
of 38 cases with benign and malignant pulmonary nodules, 
the sensitivity, specificity and accuracy were determined to be 
72.2%, 85.0% and 78.9% respectively.

The group of 11-20 mm pulmonary nodules with plain 
scans
There were 178 cases with 11-20 mm pulmonary nodules 

Table 1 Comparison of the ages between patients with benign 
or malignant lesions

Size (mm)

Age

PMalignant 

pulmonary nodules

Benign pulmonary 

nodules

≤10 55.44±10.48 50.70±13.44 0.231

11-20 59.26±10.73 50.65±13.25 <0.001

>20 61.03±11.45 51.90±14.70 <0.001

Total 59.77±11.09 51.17±13.79 <0.001

Table 2 Comparison of the gender, nodule size and CT 
findings between patients with benign or malignant lesions

Malignant 

pulmonary 

nodules

Benign 

pulmonary 

nodules

P

Gender 0.180

Men 12 9

Women 6 11

Lobulation 0.856

Yes 5 4

None 13 16

Edge 0.083a

Clear 13 19

Ambiguous 5 1

Pleural indentation 0.944

Yes 7 8

None 11 12

Air cavity density 0.004*

Yes 13 5

None 5 15

Calcification 0.107a

Yes 0 4

None 18 16

Pleural indentation 0.454a

Yes 3 6

None 15 14

Satellite lesions 0.048*,a

Yes 0 5

None 18 15

Vascular aggregation 0.804

Yes 7 7

None 11 13

*, P<0.05; a, Fisher’s exact test. CT, computed tomography.
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in this group. According to chi-square test, there were 
statistically significant difference in lobulation, glitches, air 
cavity density, calcification, satellite lesions and vascular 
aggregation between benign and malignant pulmonary 
nodules, but no statistically significant differences were 
observed for gender, edge, calcification or not and pleural 
indentation (Table 4). The variables of statistically significant 
difference from chi-square test of Table 4 and age were input 
into the regression model to afford the results of regression 
analysis (Table 5).

The regression equation was defined as logit P=–4.233+ 
0.066× age +1.380× glitches–2.301× (satellite lesions) + 
1.656× (vascular aggregation). Hosmer-Lemeshow fitted 
index test showed χ2 =12.316, ν =8, P=0.138, suggesting the 
statistical significance of model fitting. As demonstrated by 
the results, the hazard of malignant lesion was increased 
by 6.8% in proportion to the increase of one year, and 
as higher as 3.97-fold for the presence of glitches in 
comparison to its absence; and as higher as 5.24-fold for 
the presence of vascular aggregation in comparison to its 
absence. However, the presence of satellite lesions seemed 
to be protective from malignant pulmonary nodules. 
According to the differential diagnosis prediction between 
benign and malignant pulmonary nodules, the sensitivity, 
specificity and accuracy were determined to be 91.3%, 
56.9% and 81.5%.

The group of >20 mm pulmonary nodules
There were 163 cases with >20 mm pulmonary nodules 
in this group. According to chi-square test, there were 
no statistically significant difference in gender and edge 
sharpness, but statistically significant differences were 
observed for lobulation, glitches, pleural indentation, air 
cavity density, calcification, satellite lesions and vascular 
aggregation (Table 6). The variables of statistically 
significant difference from chi-square test of Table 6 and age 
were input into the regression model to afford the results of 
regression analysis (Table 7).

The regression equation was defined as logit P=–3.646+ 
0.042× age +1.532× glitches +2.134× (vascular aggregation). 

Table 3 Results of the multivariate logistic regression analysis in the group of ≤10 mm pulmonary nodules with plain scans

Partial regression coefficient P Odds ratio 95.0% confidence interval

Satellite lesions –21.699 0.999 <0.001 –

Air cavity density 2.342 0.005 10.400 (2.03,53.20)

Constant –0.875 0.100 0.417 –

Table 4 Comparison of the gender, nodule size and CT 
findings between patients with benign or malignant lesions

Malignant 

pulmonary 

nodules

Benign 

pulmonary 

nodules

P 

Gender 0.193

Men 61 30

Women 66 21

Lobulation 0.014*

Yes 98 30

None 29 21

Rim 0.410a

Clear 123 48

Ambiguous 4 3

Spiculated <0.001

Yes 106 23

None 21 28

Air cavity density 0.031*

Yes 65 17

None 62 34

Calcification 0.410 a

Yes 4 3

None 123 48

Pleural indentation 0.101

Yes 72 22

None 55 29

Satellite lesions 0.008*,a

Yes 1 5

None 126 46

Vascular aggregation <0.001

Yes 83 11

None 44 40

*, P<0.05; a, Fisher’s exact test. CT, computed tomography.
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Table 5 Results of the multivariate logistic regression analysis in the group of 11-20 mm pulmonary nodules with plain scans (n=178)

Partial regression coefficient P Odds ratio 95.0% confidence interval

Age 0.066 <0.001 1.068 (1.031,1.107)

Spiculated 1.380 0.001 3.974 (1.735,9.104)

Satellite lesions –2.301 0.063 0.100 (0.009,1.137)

Vascular aggregation 1.656 <0.001 5.240 (2.207,12.442)

Constant –4.233 <0.001 0.015 –

Table 6 Comparison of the gender and CT findings between 
patients with benign or malignant lesions

Malignant 

pulmonary 

nodules

Benign 

pulmonary 

nodules

P 

Gender 0.665

Men 68 31

Women 46 18

Lobulation <0.001

Yes 106 31

None 8 18

Rim 1.000a

Clear 111 48

Ambiguous 3 1

Spiculated <0.001

Yes 95 25

None 19 24

Air cavity density 0.027*

Yes 61 17

None 53 32

Calcification 0.007*

Yes 6 10

None 108 39

Pleural indentation <0.001

Yes 80 18

None 34 31

Satellite lesions 0.029*,a

Yes 1 4

None 113 45

Vascular aggregation <0.001

Yes 77 8

None 36 41

*, P<0.05; a, Fisher’s exact test.

Hosmer-Lemeshow fitted index test showed χ2 =8.216, 
ν =8, P=0.413, suggesting the statistical significance of 
model fitting. As demonstrated by the results, the hazard 
of malignant lesion was increased by 4.3% in proportion to 
the increase of one year, and as higher as 4.63-fold for the 
presence of lobulation in comparison to its absence; and as 
higher as 8.45-fold for the presence of vascular aggregation 
in comparison to its absence. According to the differential 
diagnosis prediction between benign and malignant 
pulmonary nodules in these 163 patients, the sensitivity, 
specificity and accuracy were determined to be 88.6%, 
57.1% and 79.1%.

Discussion

CT method is the most effective method for current 
diagnosis of pulmonary nodule (16), and the general 
data and CT signs were analyzed in this study. There 
were no statistically significant difference in gender and 
edge sharpness, but statistically significant differences 
were observed for lobulation, glitches, air cavity density, 
pleural indentation, calcification, satellite lesions, vascular 
aggregation and extent of enhancement.

In this study, a close correlation was demonstrated 
between the incidence of lung cancer and subject age. In 
the diagnosis model for the group of patients with CT more 
than 10 mm, the variable of age is a dependent risk factor 
for malignant pulmonary nodules (17). The incidence of was 
approximate 2.5-fold in 2009 in comparison to in 1985 for 
lung cancer in the District Jinsan, Shanghai, representing 
a continuous tend of higher incidence of this disease (18). 
However, with age disposition excluded, the growth of 
normalized incidence of lung caner was insignificant, 
suggesting the age-dependent risk of malignant lesions.

Based on investigation of 1,000 pulmonary nodules, it was 
found that, for <10 mm pulmonary nodules, benign lesions 
represent 67.5%; for 10-20 mm pulmonary nodules, benign 
and malignant nodules share the equal probability; for 
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Table 7 Results of the multivariate logistic regression analysis in the group of >20 mm pulmonary nodules with plain scans (n=163)

Partial regression coefficient P Odds ratio 95.0% confidence interval

Age 0.042 0.010 1.043 (1.010,1.077)

Lobulation 1.532 0.004 4.627 (1.623,13.194)

Vascular aggregation 2.134 <0.001 8.445 (3.418,20.862)

Constant –3.646 <0.001 0.026 –

>20 mm pulmonary nodules, malignant nodules represent 
85% (19). In this study, similar findings were observed:  
for <10 mm pulmonary nodules, malignant nodules represent 
47.4%, for >10 mm pulmonary nodules, malignant nodules 
represent 70.1%, suggesting a close correlation between the 
size versus benign and malignant characteristics. Smaller 
nodules are associated with benign lesions, while larger 
nodules tend to be malignant (20). Therefore, in clinical 
practice, small nodules also have considerable probability of 
malignant transformation and should be closely monitored or 
receive active surgical intervention.

Air cavity density was identified to be a risk factor for  
<10 mm pulmonary nodules; and aging, glitches and vascular 
aggregation were risk factors for 11-20 mm pulmonary 
nodules. For the >20 mm pulmonary nodules, the risk 
factors were aging, lobulation, and vascular aggregation. 
The presence of satellite lesions seemed to be protective 
from malignant pulmonary nodules. In the prediction of 
malignancies, the <10 mm pulmonary nodules had lower 
sensitivity and higher specificity, whereas the >10 mm 
pulmonary nodules had higher sensitivity and remarkably 
lower specificity.

Air cavity density was defined as vacuole sign and 
inflatable bronchiole sign. For vacuole sign, there were 
point-like translucent low-density shadows with the size 
of 1-2 mm in pulmonary nodules. Inflatable bronchiole 
sign was defined as the direct involvement of bronchiole 
in nodules or bronchiole shadows in pulmonary nodules, 
which are frequently detected in adenocarcinoma and are 
of importance for the diagnosis of small nodules (19,21). 
Intralesional fibrosis is the pathological basis for vascular 
aggregation. Nodules are concomitant with aggregation 
of few small vascular involvement and invasion towards 
nodules. Vascular surrounding and interruptions are 
frequently indicative of malignancy. Therefore, vascular 
aggregation is one of important signs for the diagnosis of 
malignant SPNs.

Glitch is a risk factor for 11-20 mm pulmonary nodules, 
while lobulation is a risk factor for >20 mm pulmonary 

nodules, which suggested glitch might be developed earlier 
than lobulation and relatively large size of nodules might be 
observed for lobulation. Glitch formation is a result of direct 
invasion of tumors into adjacent bronchial vascular sheath 
or local expansion of the lymphatic nodules or fibrous 
lines radiating into the surrounding lung fields which 
were induced by desmoplastic response in nodules (22).  
Therefore, glitch formation could be detected in the early 
stages of pulmonary glitch. Lobulation is associated with 
the size of tumors (23). Round or round-like appearance of 
lobulation could be observed in case of small tumors, and 
lobulation genesis might be induced by 1-1.5 cm tumor. 
In response to the increase of tumor size, lobulation might 
become continuously obvious and deepened.

Satellite lesions are point-like or line-like high-density 
shadow scattered around pulmonary nodules, with 
proliferation, calcification and fibrosis lesions as their major 
presentations. The probability of benign lesion is increased 
if there were satellite lesions around the lesion. Although 
calcification might also occur in case of lung cancer, a 
>5 cm calcification is more common and the primary 
calcification of lung cancer is relatively rare (24). For <3 cm  
pulmonary nodules, calcification findings are more likely 
to be correlated to benign lesions. Moreover, there was 
a statistically significant difference in the probability of 
pleural indentation sign between benign and malignant 
pulmonary nodules. However, it has not become a risk 
factor for the diagnosis of malignant pulmonary nodules. 
As possible reasons, the images of 2-5 mm in thickness 
were selected for these patients and some patients did not 
undergo high-resolution CT scanning. Moreover, some 
benign pulmonary nodules (e.g., tuberculosis mass) might 
also develop signs of pleural indentation. 

Edge sharpness has been identified not to be a risk or 
protection factor for the diagnosis of pulmonary nodules. 
The facts of the sharp edges of most pulmonary nodules, 
ambiguous edges of some pulmonary nodules and unclear 
edges of malignant pulmonary nodules might be the results 
of invasive growth of tumors. Moreover, nodules are 
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frequently associated surrounding inflammatory reactions. 
For inflammatory nodules, ambiguous changes might occur 
in the edges of nodules. Therefore, there was no clinical 
significance of edge sharpness of pulmonary nodules in the 
differential diagnosis between malignant and benign lesions.

Conclusions 

In conclusion, according to CT-based diagnosis of SPNs, 
the relevant factors of age, size, glitches, lobulation, vascular 
aggregation, air cavity density, calcification and satellite 
lesions should be considered; meanwhile, during the course 
of development from small to large nodules, air cavity 
density could be firstly detected in early stages, followed by 
glitches and vascular aggregation. Lobulation is associated 
with relatively large lesions. These findings deepened the 
understandings and knowledge of radiological signs of 
pulmonary nodules in different sizes.
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